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THE GENERALIZED BESSEL TRANSFORMATIONS ON
THE SPACES L~.» OF DISTRmUTIONS

J. J. BETANCOR AND E. R. NEGRIN

1. Introduction

Two variants of the Hankel transformations that are called Bessel
transformations (they are also called Hankel-Schwartz's transformations)
are defined by

and

B".,2(f) (y) =y2P+1J~b,,(xY)f(x)dx.

Here b,,(%) =%-"J,,(%) , where J" is the Bessel function of the fust kind
and order p.. These transformations have been studied extensively in
the last years. Significant papers are the ones of G. Altenburg [lJ,
A. Schuitman [13J, W. Y. Lee [5J, A.M. Sanchez [12J and J.M.
Mendez [6J, amongst others.

In this paper we study the behaviour of the Bessel transformations
on the spaces L p,» introduced by P. G. Rooney [9J. We prove that
the B"'L-transformation is a bounded linear operator of L p.» into

Lp,p(z"+ID-,,, provided that 1<1><00, p.>- ~ and p.+ ~ <; <2p.+2.

Also, if 1<1><00, p.>- ~ and -p.+ ~ <; <1 then B".,2 is a bound

ed linear operator of L p,» into Lp,-..-zp.p.

Moreover if fELq, (JJ-Zp.-l>q-.. and gELp,» thenr f(x)B",l(g) (x)tlx=J~Bp..z(!) (y)g(y)dy (1)

provided that 1<1><00, ; + ~ =1, p.>- ~ and p.+ ~ <; <2p.+2.
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(2)

provided that
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The mixed Parseval's equation (1) suggests definitions of the generalized
Bessel transformations. More exactly, we define the generalized B~l

transformation on L''l••+<l-.)'l as the adjoint of the classical B14z;..transform,
so that '

<B~d, ,p>=< f, B,.,z,p>,

for every fEL~.:+(l-.)q and for every ,pELq, (,,-2,.-l)q-1/,

1<q<oo, ft>- ~ and ft+ ~ <)./(1- ~ )<2ft+2.
The generalized B~2-transformation on L'P,(2",+2)~. is 'defuted as the

adjoint of the B,., ctransformation, through

<B~zf, ,p>=< f, BI',I,p>, VfEL'p.(2p,+2)~.. V,pELp,1/ (3)

provided that 1<P<oo, ft>- ~ and ft+ ~ <; <2ft+2.

Note that (2) and (3) appear to be extensions of the mixedParseval
equation (1).

We now briefly recall definitions and some properties of space Lp,l/
introduced by P. G. Rooney [9J. Suppose l::;;p<oo, )./ is real, and
denote by Lp,l/ the collection of functiions f, measurable on (0,00),
and which satisfy

IIfllp,I/=[J: x..-Ilf(x) \PdxTIP<00.

The space D(O,oo) consists of all smooth complex-valued function
having compact support contained in (0, 00).

PROPOSITION 1. D(O,oo) is dense in Lp,l/ for any )./ aTNl any
fying l::;;p<oo.

For r>O, Re a>O, Re 13>0, let

)./ fl(IT,a,c!) (x) = rea) Jo (l-uT) a-Iu"r.-lf(ux) du

(J f)(x) =_)./_SCO (uT-l) a-Iu-l/(fJ+7/n-lf(xu)du
T,fJ,1J rea) I

P satis-

(4)

(5)

where' aTNl 1] are complex numbers. II/,a,r:. and JI/,fJ.1J are generalizations
of the Riemann-Liouville and Weyl fractional integrals, respectively.
There are vast ,literatures of these fractional integrals, jiarticularly for
)./=1 and )./=2; see [4J for an excellent summary, and [3J for many
applications.
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A property that will be useful in the sequel is the following one.

PROPOSITION 2. (P. G. Rooney [9J). If L<Re~, I" .. r is a bound-PlJ ' ~ ..

ed linear operator of Lp'T into itself and if ;lJ ~ -Re 1J, then J",fJ,7J

is a bounded linear operator of L p,T into itself.

The following behaviours near the origin and the infinity of the
function bp(z) can be deduced of the correspondent ones of the Bessel
function J p (z) and they will be used in the sequel,

bp(z) =0(1), as z~o (6)
bp(z) z.z-p:-<l/2), as z~oo (7)

2. The Bessel transformations on the spaces L p,,,

In this section we study the behaviours of the Bessel transformations
on the spaces L p,,,.

THEo;REM 1. The Bp,ctransformation is a bounded linear operator of

L p,,, into L p,P<2p+2)-", provided that l~p<oo, p.>- ~ and p+ ~ <;

<2,u+2.

Proof. According to the definition of the Bp,ctransform, we have

Bp,I (c/J) (; ) = f~ bp( ; )x2P+lc/J(x)dx=y2P+2f~ bp(u) u2p+1c/J (uy) du

In virtue of behaviours (6) and (7) of the function bp , it follows

\y-2P:-2Bp,1 (ifJ) ( ; ) I
~C[f:u2p+1 1c/J(uy) Idu+f~ Ufl~<1I2) lifJ(uy) IduJ (8)

for a certain positive constant C and c/JELp,,,.
According to (4) and (5) we can write

(Il,l,2p+2¢J) (y) = f: u2p+1c/J (uy)du

(J1 1 -"-(9/2)c/J) (y) =J"up+U /2)c/J(uy)du
, , r 1

and by using Proposition 2, !t.l,2p+2 and J1,l,-p:-(3/2) are bounded
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linear operators of Lp,,, into itself, provided that tt+ ~ <~ <2tt+2,

l<P<oo and tt>- ~.

Then, from (8) if tt+ ~ <.: ; <2tt+2, 1<P<00 and tt> - ~ ,

Ily-2P-2Bp,1(~) (;) II,.,,, ::;:CllI~II",,,
where C1 is a positive constant; and in other words,

IIBp,l (~) (y) 1I"(2p+2)-,.,,,::;:CllI~II,.,,,

under above conditions.
Hence, Bp,l is a bounded linear operator of L",,. into L",,,(2p+2>-,.

under the imposed hypotheses.
On the other hand, since

Bp,2(~) (y) =y2p+1Bp, l (X-2p-l~) (y)

we can deduce· from Theorem 1, the following

CoROllARY 1. If l<p<oo, tt>- ~ and -tt+ ~ <; <1, then Bp,2

is a bounded linear operator from L p,,. into L p,-u-2pP'

REMARK. The behaviour of the Hankel transformation on the spaces
L",,. was studied by P. G. Rooney in [10J and [l1J. However the
approach followed by Rooney is essentially different to the method used
by us in this paper.

3. The generalized ~l transformations on L'~.p

This section is devoted to define the generalized Bessel transformations
on the spaces L'~.p of distributions. Definitions of said transformations
can be understood as generalizations of the mixed Parsevars equation
that is proved in the next

PROPOSITION 3. If feL",,., geLq, <u-2p-l)q-,., l<p<oo, ; + ~ =1,

tt>- ~ and tt+ ~<; <2.u+2, then

J~ g(x)Bp,l(f) (x)dx=f; Bp,2(g) (y)f(y)dy (9)
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Proof. If fED(O, 00) and gED(O.oo), then

J~g(X)Bp.,1(f) (x)dx=J~g(x)ryp.+1bp.(xy)f(y)dytlx

= J~ f(Y)YP.+1J~bp.(xy)g(x)dxdy=J~Bp.,2(g) (y)f(y)dy

the interchange of the orders of the integration being easily justified
by Fubini's theorem. Thus (9) is true if fED(O, 00) and gED(O, 00),
and hence, since D(O,oo) is dense in L p,,,, the general result will be
true if we show that both sides of (9) represent bounded bilinear
functionals on L p,,, X Lq,qC2p+2)-".

Now, since 1<p<oo, ; + ; =1, by using Holder's inequality, one

has

IJ~ g(x) Bp.,d(x)dxI~ I\Bp.,1 (f) I\PC2p.+2)-",Pl\gI\C..--2,.-l)q-JJ,q

Moreover, since.u+ ~<; <2.u+2, B,.,1 is a bounded linear operator

of L p,,, into L p,PC2p+2)->J' and we can deduce

lf~ g(X)Bp,1(f) (x)dx\ ~Cl\fl\",pllgl\c..--2p-l)q-",q

where C is a certain positive constant, so that the left hand side of
(9) is a bounded bilinear function On Lp,,, X Lq,qC2p+2)-", as the right
hand side on (9) by a similar calculation, and the result follows.

We now define the generalized B~I-transformation on L'f.vHl-v)f as
the adjoint on the classical Bp,2-transform, through

<B~d, t/J>=<f, Bp..2!P>, fEL~.v+a-')f' t/JELq, C..--2p-l)q-JJ (10)
From Corollary 1, we can deduce the following

THEOREM 2. If 1<q<00, .u>-~ and .u+~<V(1-~)<2.u+2
then the generalized B',.,ctransformation is a bounded linear operator
of L'f••HI-v)f into L'f.(p-2p-I)q-v.

Note that definition (10) represents an extension of the mixed
Parseval's equation (9).

On the other hand, if f E L p,,, then by invoking again Holder's
inequality
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If~ f(x}ifJ'(x)dxl :s:lIfllp,pllifJllp+C1-p)q,q

where } +'~ '1. Hence f ge~erates a regular distribution in £'q••+u-,,)q

and, in this sense, Lp~~ is contained in £'1.•+0-.)'1'

, ,Thus if fEL/!,p then we can define the generalized B~l-transformation

B~dof f ~nd the classical Bp,ctransformation Bp,I! of f. We can
prove. that B~lf---:-.B.e. 1i in the sense of equality in L~. (.-21'-1)'1-.' In
effec~, if, ¢Jf;::..~q, (p-2J.-.}).tr""" then by using (9)

<Bp,lf,ifJ>=f;(Bp, If) (x)ifJ(x)dx=f~f(x) (Bp,2f) (x)dx

:""'<f, Bp,2f>=<B~d,ifJ>

Therefore the classical Bp,ctransformation is a special case of the
generalized B~l-transform.

In a similar way we can define the B'p,2-transformation. More
exactly if fEL~p(2,,+2)-. the B~2-transformationB~.d of f is defined by

., <B~d,(p>=<f, Bp,lifJ>, for every ifJELp,p
and from Theorem 1 we can deduce·

THEOREM 3. If l<p<oo,. f.l>- ~ and f.l+ ~ <; <2f.l+2, then tke

generalized B~.2~transformation is a bounded linear operator of L~.P(2,,+2h

into' LA'';

" We Can See that .the .cl~ssical Bp,2-transformation is a special case of
the generalized B~2-~ansformation. '
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